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formulation of near-adiabatic collision theory is known to have a number
The conventional quantum-mechanical
of defects. These defects arise because the usual description does not account for the displacement of electronic
states with moving nuclei, or for the change of momentum of the electron as it jumps from one moving nucleus to
the other. The purpose of this series of papers is to develop an improved theory, in which such effects are taken into

effects can be incorporated into the
account. In this paper, we show that displacement and momentum-transfer
theory in a very simple way, provided that the wave function is expanded in terms of electronic states that have
single-center character. (Linear combinations of single-center states are also permitted. ) A particular form of such an
expansion is proposed, and it is shown that this expansion leads to equations in which fictitious displacement
terms are included. The work of this paper and of others on this
couplings are eliminated and momentum-transfer
subject leads to revised notions about the definition and meaning of nonadiabatic couplings.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The quantum theory of slow atomic collisions
has in the past started with an expansion of the full
wave function@(R, r) in terms of molecular states

y„(r, R):
@(R,r)

=g X,(R)4,(r;R)

(1)

Typically the basis functions $~(r; R) are taken to
be eigenfunctions of the electronic part of the Hamiltonian, but other choices are possible, and frequently are more convenient. Assuming only that
the basis functions are orthogonal, the expansion
(1), inserted into the Schrodinger equation, leads
to a set of coupled equations, which can be written in the form'

((2p) '[(—il&)'+2P

(

iH)+B]+-h E) X =0, -(2a)

where

P»=

s

-i@&»,dr,

(2b)

(2c)
and all other notation is defined in Tables I, II,
and III. These equations (2), determining the nuclear wave functions x„(R), constitute the original

form of the perturbed-staquantum-mechanical
tionary-states (PSS) theory. '
It has been known for many years' ' that these
equations have a number of defects which render
them inappropriate for the description of some
collision processes: For example, Egs. (2) contain infinite-range radial couplings, long-range
(-R ') angular couplings, "origin-dependent"
terms, and nonphysical matrix elements for ion-

ization. ' In addition, since the matrix elements
do not contain momentum-transfer
factors, Eqs.
(2) do not go over to the correct classical limit, as
formulated, for example, in Ref. 4.
The purpose of this series of papers is to develop a "corrected" quantum theory of slow collisions, one in which the above-mentioned defects
do not appear. It was known that the strange
couplings that appear in Eqs. (2) are all "fictitious": They represent only the displacement of
electronic orbitals with the moving nuclei, and
they do not correspond to real nonadiabatic effects
that can lead to observed electronic transitions.
In Ref. 3(b), it was shown that the displacement
terms could be eliminated by making use of an
ansatz [Eq. (5.17) of Ref. 3(b) j which was based
upon a curvilinear heavy-particle coordinate. Although the resulting description'is satisfactory for

most purposes, it retains one undesirable limitation: The same curvilinear coordinate was used
for all basis states.
As a result, the modified coupling matrix elements given in Ref. 3 still do not contain momentum-transfer factors, so they also do not go exactly to the correct classical limit. In addition,
the use of the same coordinate for all states provides an unnecessary restriction on variational

procedures.

"

'

In this paper and elsewhere, we generalize the
development given in Ref. 3(b), and eliminate this
one remaining restriction. The central idea is an
intersecting-wave picture, which requires the use

of different coordinates for different basis states.
Such an approach leads to coupled integrodifferential equations"; we will show that approximations appropriate for slow atomic collisions reduce those equations to a tractable
2301
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form. We will arrive at a set of coupled second-order differential equations quite similar
effects into (2), but with momentum-transfer
cluded and fictitious displacement terms eliminated.
In its most general form, our development permits the use of any type of basis function, and different curvilinear coordinates for different basis
states. In this very general framework, ' although
the final results are simple, the derivation of
those results is rather long. For this reason, we
present here a much easier derivation. However,
this simpler derivation is only possible if we are willing to impose adifferent restriction: The basis
functions must be either single -center states ox arbitrary linear combinations of single-center states.
Single-center states are states that are clearly attached to a particular center in the molecule: one
or the other of the nuclei, the geometric center,
the center of mass of the nuclei, or some other
identifiable point. (In Ref. 4 we referred to these
as class V or class I" states.
The precise nature of this restriction will become clear later. Here let us only emphasize that
the present development permits the use of w. biof single-center states,
A ary linear combinations
including combinations involving states from different centers. Such basis sets are used in many
calculations.
The methods presented here are applicable to
multielectron systems, but to keep the equations
simple, we develop them explicitly only for oneelectron (or "effectively one-electron" ) systems.
The generalization to multielectron systems is
considered briefly at the end.
(Since this paper is an extension of previous
work, the reader may find it helpful first to look
at Sec. IIIA of Ref. 3(b). The classical analog of
the ideas presented here is given in Sec. II and IG
of Ref. 4. Other parts of those references are not
essential for understanding the present paper. )

")

II. DEFINITIONS: PROPERTIES OF BASIS STATES

Definitions of coordinates are the same as those
given in Ref. 3(b). After the motion of the center
of mass of the system has been separated, the
relative positions of electron and nuclei are conveniently specified by any one of three pairs of
Jacobi coordinates. These are shown in Fig. 1,
and their relationships are given in Table I. As in
Ref. 3 (but unlike Ref. 4), the components (x, y, s)
of the vector r are defined relative to a "spacefixed" (i.e., nonrotating) frame of reference.
Associated with each coordinate is a reduced
mass, given in Table II. Later, we will make use
of mass-scaled coordinates, defined by

"b'"

DE KOS
M ~Ma

=Ms
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QM
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B

FIG. 1. Three Jacobi coordinate systems for relative
coordinates of two heavy particles A, B, and an electron

e, for equal masses, M& =M&, and for unequal
M& &M&. CMN. denotes center of mass of A. ,

masses,

B.
(3)

~..„,

where
represents the associated mass and
C~ is the coordinate.
The full Hamiltonian for the electron and nuclei
18

&=T+V,

lp

s'

Q2

2p~
S2

e'
~

+2

(5a)
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(5b)
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p

TABLE I. Relations of coordinates.

~= (M„-M.)(M„+M.)
2

{1+3,) ~M~/(M~+Mg),
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(1-A,) —Mgy/{Mg+Mg)
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]
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TABLE II. Reduced masses corresponding
Coordinate

r

R~

Mg

Rest mass of B nucleus

Wp

M~ = M~ +My +mp

Total mass of system

mg = mpMg/(mp +My)
p, = (gg p+M&)Mz/M

Electron reduced mass, channel A

mg = mp)lfg/(mp

Electron reduced mass, channel B

Rest mass of A nucleus

Rc. m.

Rg

N2

~, = (mp+M, )M„/M,

Nuclear reduced mass, channel B

m = mp(Mg +My)/M~

Molecular electron reduced mass

tion

P„.(r„;R~)=N„(R„)exp[-$(R„)]r~,

V is the potential energy of interaction of electron
and nuclei, which might have the form

V=+Z„Z /R —Z /r —Z /r

where $(R~) varies smoothly as a function of R~.
Another type of parametric variation arises if rotating basis functions are used: the vector R„
specifies a direction in space, and the angular factor in a basis function could be oriented ("quantized" } relative to this axis. Such rotating basis
functions are much more appropriate than spacefixed functions for describing molecular stationary
states or slow atomic collisions.
Three parenthetical remarks may be made about

(5d)

[For a system containing one active electron outside of a closed "inert" shell, V is the effective
potential, which will be more complicated than

"

(5d)l.
We will make use of an expansion of the wave
function in electronic basis states. The elementary basis states are assumed to be square integrable, and it is assumed that at least some of
them correlate asymptotically to the important
initial and final atomic eigenstates. Furthermore,
each of the elementary basis states is assumed to
it must be associhave single-center character
ated with and propagating with a particular center
in the molecule.
The concept of "single-center character" is
understood by quantum chemists. For example,
any basis function that depends only on r~ (or on

—

rs) is rigorously a single-center A (or B} state.
The simplest examples are the 1s„and 1s~ states
of the separated atoms,
=N~ exp( 5~r~),

=Ns exp(- gsre)

-

.

Certain other types of states are also permitted in
this theory. The states may have parameters,
like orbital exponents, that smoothly vary to optimize some property of the basis. It is essential
to the present formulation, however, that any
varying parameters must be regarded as functions
of the conjugate Zacobi heavy-particle coordinate.
Thus we also permit, for example, the basis func-

Molecular nuclear reduced mass

)

(5c)

2m

Nuclear reduced mass, channel A

+My)

, =M„M./(M„+M,

..

to coordinates.

Rest mass of electron

Q

4.

LED. . .

mQ
Q

2

C'OUP

Reduced mass

mp

I
2p, "

S: III.

.

these basis states.
(I}As long as no parametric variation is allowed, single-center states can be given a rigorous mathematical definition: they are functions
only of any one electronic coordinate. However,
if parametric variation is permitted, a rigorous
definition is not so simple. Any function [including $„(rs)] can be written as a function of r~
and R„, but this does not mean that it qualifies
as an A-centered state. In actual calculations,
the elementary basis functions are usually defined
in such a way that their single-center character
is apparent. If, however, one cannot be sure that
a given basis state is associated with a particular
center, then, to the same degree, one cannot be
sure that the theory developed here will be useful
for a collision calculation involving that basis

state.
(2) In molecular structure calculations, the
variable parameters are usually regarded as
functions of R, not of R„or R~. Given such a
function defined on a surface of constant R in the
configuration space, one must map it or displace
it onto a surface of constant R~ or R~. This can
be done by replacing R by 8& or R~ in the analytic

8
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COLLISIONS:

III.

COUPLED. . .

g [&'"'( „R,)-&]x,(R,)4,(,;R,)

I'2

(10)
If the ansatz (6} is a good one, then 6 will be everywhere small. This function, which is originally a sum
of terms, with various terms expressed in different coordinates, can be reexpressed as a function of any
one pair of Jacobi coordinates (r»R&). For each (j =1
M), we reexpress e in this way,

j

~ ~ ~

8 =6, (r„R,),
multiply

by P&(r~;R&), integrate

over electronic coordinates

r&

holding

R&

fixed, and set the result to

zero:
f ixed Rg

Qq(r), Rq) 8q (r~, Rq) dr) =0 .

(12)

Equations (12} are a set of coupled integro-differential equations for the functions X,(R„}.
To see this more explicitly, consider again the special case given in Eq. (V). Then the last term in Eq.
(10}will lead to

-E
fixed RA

l.

rA

2RB 1, rBdrA=-E

fixed gA

rA

1s

2R,

rA, R

where, in the second line, rB and RB have been eliminated in favor of

„8rBrA, R

r„,R„. Other

drA

terms are handled

similarly.

We may note already that no displacement couplings appear in these equations. The derivative Vz»P» is
evaluated with r» held fixed, so it represents the rate of change of P» as seen in a frame that is moving
with the center to which P» is attached. Such change of $» represents only rotation or other parametric
variation of P», and this type of change leads to real nonadiabatic coupling. The "fictitious" displacement
couplings arise in other formulations when one takes, for example, Vzp»(r») at fixed r, or, more generally, Vg&$»(r»} at fixed r&.
t

function or operator F(r», R») in terms of mass-

IV. APPROXIMATIONS SUITABLE
FOR SLOW ATOMIC COLLISIONS

scaled coordinates:

The coupled integro-differential equations (12)
are "exact", in the sense that they follow from the
ansatz (6) without approximations. In principle, it
should be possible to solve them by an iterative
self-consistent method, but such an approach
would be unnecessarily tedious. and difficult. It is
more sensible to look for simplifying approximations. Mott and Massey'0 show how to make a kind
of distorted-wave approximation, but this method
is only suitable for systems having weak coupling.
Here we present approximations which are valid
very generally for slow atomic collisions. We will
make use of the fact that the nuclear masses are
much larger than the electron mass, and w'e will
assume that the relative velocity of the nuclei is
small compared to typical electron velocities.
Let us begin by transforming into mass-scaled
coordinates, defined as in (3),

r k =m k rrk&

(13)

8, = P, 'k" Rk

,

A function

m, as

or operator marked with a superscript
(r», R»m), is the reexpression of the

F" or F

For example,

y;(r„";R;)= y, (r„R,),
V~ =V~m=(P»)
k

V~ k

Thus we have

@=g (

-'I'[y (v" )'X

+2v„p,

+xm(vm }»ym]+x QmP

[ym(rm. Rm)]mam(rm
fixed

v„" x

Ex

(15)

Pm]

Rm)y~&~ drm =

0

R&

(16)
As mentioned earlier, after each term in (15) is
evaluated, it has to be reexpressed as a function
of (r&, R&) before carrying out the integration (16}.
Most of the quantities appearing in (15), [in particular P», k»P», Vz P», and (V"„)'P»], can be
evaluated in closed form in their original coordinates (r», R»}. Hence their reexpression in terms
of (r~&, R~&) is a simple matter, because there is a
linear relationship between various pairs of coordinates ', Table I}.

J. B. DE LOS
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and the second term in (17) is
(m/p)(s» —s, ) Ve, ~(R»). Now

This cannot be done for X~ or its derivatives,
however, because their functional forms are not
determined until after the equations are solved.
Hence for X~ we use the approximation

order

(Rm+ Rm(rm, R, ") —Rm)

s m) Vmpm(Rm),

Hm

Hm

(17) is appropriate

Approximation

g„„g» j is of the
is the de Broglie waverelative nuclear motion.

is of the order of atomic
second term in (17) will
first term if

(20a)
)(a, /X, ~) «1 .
atomic
In a typical
collision, the de Broglie wavelength is small compared to atomic dimensions,
but in (20a), X~,~ is compared with (m/p, )a, . This

where
sm

&d, 8

(m/i),

(17)

~

where

length associated with the
The magnitude of (s» —s,. )
dimensions, a, . Thus the
be small compared to the

X»"(R:)=X"|R"(r"R"}&

ym(R")+ (sm

&d, ~~X»~,

is comparable to the distance from the nucleus to the center of mass of the atom, and (17}
is appropriate if Xd g is large compared to this
distance. Equivalently, taking avS'/turd, )) = v„„, and
mao-ash/v„, condition (20a) is simply
length

if higher terms

in the Taylor expansion are negligible: Essentially, we must have (s»m- s~ } small compared to the
wavelength of oscillations of y»(R~). The physical
meaning is more transparent in unscaled coordi-

nates: defiving

(v„„,/v„)«1.

s» = (tu'~'/m)

s»,

(19a)

By. means of approximation (17), the integrodifferential equations (12) can be reduced to coupled
second-order differential equations. For example,
the last term in (15) becomes

it follows that

'R, - R],

(m/p)s» =[(p»/p)'

(19b)

E

drm~m(Rm)

(ym)mmmm

(ym)m(sm

(20b)

sm) pm~& &drm. Vm Xm(Rm)

— ESm

.

i@&m Vm Xm(Rm)

Xm(Rm)

(al)
[notation defined in Eq. (23)]. Similarly,

{(S-

. V")[--'n'(V. )']+( ierr . V

iN&
~

+ (Bm

i@pm. Vm) y (Qm

a'v
E($m

i@qm. Vm)

all terms in (15), we obtain the coupled equations

evaluating
V

V-)

i@am

Vm)}Xm

(22)

p

t

where
((t)m}»(tml~)

fk

$m

fk

m~»drm

) &drm
Sm)pm~)
k

(ym)m(Smk

f

@

— (ym)w(
fk
f

m

(23a)

f

(23b)

y

@Vm (t)m)
k
Ry

m&) &drm
r~

(23c)

y

evaluated at fixed r»; in Eq. (23h) h»" contains (Vm)',
Then everywhich is to be evaluated at fixed
thing inside the integrals has to be reexpressed as
functions of (rm, Rm) and integration is performed
holding Rm fixed. The independent variable in the
and V" means
jth equation of the set (22) is

8, .

R,

+R

~

Because of the term e" Vm»(-i@ Vm}' y, these
differential equations are of third order. However,
they can be reduced to second order by an approximation that is consistent with (17): Multiplying
(22) by
~

vm

fk

— (ym)m(sm, sm)(Vm (t)m) m&)
0
R& 0 r& y
f
f

Bm

((t)m)m[
f

fk

@2(Vm )&(t)m]
k
RI

rI

2(frm

(23d)

~&) 2drm

(23e)

f

5m(Sm

@.

Pm

fk

I&/2(frm
sm)[(VmR~ )~()), m]
0 rI

(ym)m(sm0
f

f

f

y

(23f)
gm

—

(ym)mI»mmmm~&)
0 A
y

(ll)i)
&n

f

(

)"((

f

~drm

f

(23g)

&

8s=, )&,

(, I',

'&F

.

(m"h)

Eqs. (23c)-(23f) the derivatives Vz are to be

@&pm. Vm)

)1+

i@urn.-Vm(Sm)-&

(24)

and dropping terms such as 0 m, g p", and c )l"
[which are related to the negiected higher-order
terms in the Taylor expansion (17)], we obtain

(-,'Sm(

@V")'+[1+iso" V (S")-']

x(h"-ihlT
h2vm. VmVm

V"+&B )~+

if),

ESm}Xm P

(j

V

+-,'P -. V )
(25)

THEORY OF NEAR-ADIABATIC
The next step is either very obvious or very subtle. Equations (25) can be written more abstractly
in the form

where M yk~

((1/2p)S(
[h

Q M «(R

))(~(R") =0,

i-jg

.
R„, R~, R, etc. , depend-

COUPLED. . .

—
(ih/p) II V+ (I/2 p)BJ + (I/O, ) [( t)+ zP) (-iSV)
~

~

+ 7: (-ih V) (-zh V)]
The independent

V means V&R» and all matrices
Table III. The V in the term O'

R are distinct, being
ing on the center with which the basis function Q
is associated. However, for the purpose of integration of the coupled equations (26a), the various
coordinates R all play the same role: They are
all dummy integration variables, and in any form
of step-by-step integration of (26a), they would all
be set numerically equal to each other. In other
words, equations of the form (26a) are entirely
equivalent to the equations

thing to the right, including S

z&R )X» (R

) =0,

(26b}

where (R") represents the common numerical value of the coordinates R". (If further explanation of
this step is needed, see Appendix C.)
Now it is convenient to transform back out of
mass-scaled coordinates by defining
&R) = &R")/)

"'.

(27)

Then the coupled equations (25} take the form

- 8 EjX = 0 .

',

are defined in
Vacts on every-

h, X, etc.
Equations (28) provide a tractable set of coupled
equations, obtained from (12) by only two approximations [truncation of the Taylor series (17) and
truncation of the inverse-operator series (24)],
both of which are valid under the condition (20).
However, the same condition (20) permits further
simplification of the equations by the following
method. When (-i@V) acts on )(, the magnitude of
the result is of order pv„„, X ~, but when it acts
S ', h, II, B)
onanyotherquantityQ(includingg„,
the magnitude of the result is of order (h/a, ) Q
=mv„~ Q ~. Let us assume that the nuclear kinetic
energy pv'„„, /2, the energies of the significant
electronic states h ~, and the total energy B are
all of the same order of magnitude, which we call
"zeroth order" in (v„„,/v„). It follows that
(u„„,/v„) -(m/p, )'/'. Then the various terms in
(28) can be sorted in powers of (v„„,/u„) or
(m/p, )'/' as follows.
~

~

~

aerotow

order:

TA&LE 111. Coupling matrices. pz=pz(r~;R ). Vg~= [Va p(r~; pz)]; . h defined in Eq.
(9b). After differentiation, all quantities must be written as functions of rj and RJ, and integration is performed holding 8& fixed. ~„= 2 (f„+A.); f~ =3., f„=-3.,
8& =
hg~

=

Q&*/~

d

overlap

r&

Q~*hI, QI, d r~

electronic Hamiltonian

&y*-@&Idry

vector nonadiabatic

B~I, =-0

Qj*V

QI, d

r.

(28)

variable in all equations is (R),

and derivatives with respect to R
In the development up to this point, the various coordinates

gM
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V)'+[1+(iI/p, ) o VS-']

(26a)

is a matrix containing functions of R
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's(-@v)'x,

(2p)

coordinates does not affect the matrix elements.
From Fig. 1,

&x, Ex,

jirst order:

~'ll

~'n (-@&X),

( @-&X),

u-'oS-'l

Mg

&X,

second order: everything else except third
order
third olde~:

")

(31)

+mo

so

y

XI

'o (&S-'E).

In the earlier approximations [(17) and (24)], all
terms that are second order (or higher) in v„„,/v„
and which are related to (s~ —s,-} were neglected.
Therefore, without significant loss of accuracy,
all such second-order terms in (28) can also be
neglected. The matrix B is also second-order in
(v, „„,
/v„), but it is not related to (s~- s&); it can be
neglected or retained, and we will retain it in the
formal development below. ' After small terms
are discarded, the equations reduce to the final

(
Mg
xexpI-me M
~„+

(32a)
Finally, as in the change from Eq. (26a) to (26b),
replace R„by (R) on both sides of this expression. The result differs from the more conventional overlap
we

=N N~

S1 1

i@,

+(2p, )'B] x

p-,

=0.

(29)

r„—R I) dr„,

(32b)

S,", „=N„"N~

r„-R

dr„,

exp — r„exp —

here are defined in

Coupling matrices appearing

Table

I

or the still more simplified

SE+ '(ll+y}.(-ig V)

V)'+-h

exp -m~ r~

x exp(-me

simplified form

[(2 p)'S(

r~-R~ dr~.

III.

(32c)

(m/p). For most practical purposes this difference is insignificant. In the first
place, very few calculations on real collision systems are carried out to such a high level of accuracy, and in the second place, the difference between (32a), (32b), and (32c) is as small as terms
that have already been neglected. Hence it is safe
to regard S as being an ordinary overlap matrix.
by terms of order

V. EVALUATION OF ELEMENTARY MATRIX
ELEMENTS

Let us examine more carefully the matrix elements that appear in Eqs. (29). All of the matrices are simile' to matrices that are familiar in
molecular structure calculations, but the present
theory introduces some significant modifications.

B. Electronic Hamiltonian matrix, h
A. Overlap matrix,

8

The matrix S represents the overlap between
various nonorthogonal basis functions, but it differs by terms of order (m/p, ) from the conventional overlap matrix. As an example, let us consider again the special case (7}. In atomic units
(mo=l, ao =1, h =1) one usually writes

y„=&„"exp(- r„ I),
y„-N," exp(- r, I),
I

(30a}

I

but if we want the basis functions to satisfy the
boundary conditions exactly, we should write

~Ã„e

x(p-m„ rI„ I),

The matrix representing the electronic Hamiltonian also differs from more conventional forms
by terms of order (m/p). These differences arise
from three sources. The first is the electronic
kinetic energy operator, -@ V'„ /2m~, which contains the atomic reduced mass, m„or m~, instead
of the molecular reduced mass, m. The other two
sources are related to the transformation from
(r„R,) to (r&, R&): The basis functions are transformed as in Eg. (32a), but also the potential energy is transformed in the same way. For example, the matrix element

fs

(30b}

becomes

Evaluation of the overlap then proceeds according
to the instructions given below EII. (15): The eleis in principle a function of R„, so we
ment
have to reexpress p„
Isg in terms of (r„,R„).
(Transformation into and back out of mass-scaled

Ã„N~

=&s exp(-ma

S„„

I

ra

I)

~

.

I~

exp

Is

„.'...

«", ,

" r„- R
-m„r„~g+ma

x exp -ma

M~+ mo

r„—R

&1

d

(33a)
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as a function of (R). Again the
difference between this form and the more con-

when expressed

ventional one

N„N

exp

-m„r„r„-R

x exp(-m,

r„-R

~

~)

(ssb)

dr„

is negligible for most practical purposes. Similar
considerations apply to all the other matrix elements, but we will ignore them henceforth.
Note that in the evaluation of matrix elements,
neglect of these small corrections is equivalent to
neglecting the differences between R„, R~, R, and
(R). Such neglect is justified at this point in the
calculation, but not earlie~.
C. Nonadiabatic coupling matrices II and

8

The vector nonadiabatic coupling matrix II
can be separated into "radial" and "angular"
components in the usual way""' and we will discuss these components separately.

FIG. 3. Space-fixed and molecule-fixed reference
frames for the molecular electron. (x, y, z) denote
space-fixed axes, (x', y', z'), molecule-fixed axes, and
they are related via rotations by angles (0, Q) as shown.

1. Separation of radial and angular components

Like all the other matrices, II is a function of
the vector (R). That vector specifies a direction
in space, and we can use it to select components
of G and also to define a frame of reference for
describing the position of the electron. We have
taken (x, y, z} to represent the components of the
vector r relative to an external "space-fixed"
frame of reference. Relative to this same spacefixed frame, the vector (R) can be specified by
its length (R) and two spherical-polar angles, 8,
4. Then the "rotating" frame of reference is de-fined by using these polar angles as Euler angles
(Fig. 3). It follows that, for any vector u, the
components (u,', u„', u,'} along the rotating axes are
related to components on space-fixed axes by

=

-sine

cose

sine cos4' sine sin@

u

cose

u,

j.

R smg

~

.

8

8

~

+ sine

L„.—eose L.. .
(36c)

where the

operator s

I 's are

electronic angular momentum

—for example,

(, 8 —x~ 8
"8x„8~„

(3'7)

q

~

(34)

Of course, the same transformation applies to the
components of any vector, so, for the vector r„,
for example, (34) describes the relationship between space-fixed components (x„, y„, z„) and rotating components (z'„', y„', z„'}.
II contains the gradient &&„&, and it is convenient
to express this operator in polar components,

R

(S6a)

J.„. =-ig(z„'

-u.- -cosecos4 cose sin@ -sine- -uu„'

Then, using (34), one can show that

At this point, let us assume that the basis functions P, (r„; (R)) were chosen such that when they
are expressed in rotating coordinates, they depend
only on (R) = (R) ~, and not on 8 or 4. This is the
normal property of basis functions used for the description of molecules in Hund's cases a or e
(Ref. 16); such functions are in fact originally defined in the rotating frame, with at most a parametric dependence on (R), and only later are they
transformed by (34} into the space-fixed frame.
For such functions, writing
~

y, (r„.(») = y,'(r;;«) ),
we have from Table

III and Eqs. (35)

(36)
and

(36),

J. B.
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rr,",(&R))= (R

-fbr(rr', &R))(r R b'(r,-';&R))) Rr~,

((r ((R))=-(R)
Rr'((R))=(R)

'

'.

fb'(r r&Rr ))I

f

b (rr(r)R)

b'(r;&

Ib'(

'
&r&, A

—cot8

'

r&

R))

r))&,

)R)

rR)

A

(39a)
(39b)

dr&

(39c)

For any such rotating basis functions, all coupling
matrices are functions only of (R) [except for IIO,
which has the cot8 dependence indicated in (39c)].
2. The radial component

—corrected

nonadiabatic

couplings

The radial component, II", differs substantially
from the I'" matrix that appears in the original
formulation of PSS theory. In E(I. (39a), we can
again ignore the distinction between (R) and the
internuclear separation R, because that distinction
only involves corrections of order (m/p, ). As was
noted below E(ls. (12) and (23), the derivative
(s/sR) is to be evaluated holding r» fixed; hence it
represents the rate of change of P»'as seen in aframe
that is moving withthe center to which P»' is attached.
Such change of &I)» comes onlyfrom the parameters,
like orbital exponents, that are permitted to vary with
internuclear separation to optimize the basis. If such
parameters are all held fixed, then II" vanishes exactly at all internuclear separations.
This may be contrasted with the behavior of the
P" matrix; in E(l. (2b) we see that it is defined
similarly to (39), but the derivative is evaluated
holding r' fixed; hence it involves the rate of
change of (t)» as seen in a frame fixed on the center
of mass of the nuclei. In that frame, the total
change of p»' arises not only from variation of
optimized parameters, but also from the simple
displacement of p» with its center. Such "displacement couplings" do not arise in the present
formulation, and we call them "fictitious".
The angular components —
corrected rotational
couplings

In Eqs. (39b) and (39c), we see that the angular
components involve operators representing electronic angular momenta about axes that pass
through the center with which P» is associated.
For example, one such matrix element is

*2p,, L,,
with

I „, given

2P„,

dr,

in (37). The uncorrected

ory gives a similar matrix element of the operator
the y' axis passes through the center
of mass of the nuclei.
The same corrected couplings have been known
for a long time in the classical-trajectory formulation. For example, using- the notation of Ref. 4,
a class I" or class V'basis function must be multiplied by a corresponding electron-translation
factor, whichdescribes the momentum and kinetic
energy of the electron as it is carried along with
a given center. The action of the electronic Hamiltonian on this factor gives a term A~, and one
can show that, [except for the neglected (m/p)

L... where

1

L, , ~r~;

DELOS

PSS the-

corrections]

II= P+Ag.

(40)

This holds for both radial and angular components.
(The (Iuantum framework of Ref. 3 also gave the
same correction to the angular components, but
the correction to the radial component was rather
more complicated, and only in the limit as A- ~
are those corrections identical to the ones obtained here. )
4. Second-derivative

matrix,

B

From Table III, or E(I. (23e) we see that the
second-derivative matrix differs from the conventional one in the same way that II differs from P;
derivatives of P» are to be evaluated holding r»
fixed.
Hence, for example, if there are no 8dependent parameters in P», then the radial term,
J &t), (&'/sR. '&f)«)» dr, , vanishes exactly. Angular
terms, however, can be quite complicated, because one must transform (V'„)» to (V»s)„, using
(36). The result is messy, but well-known.
Fortunately, one usually finds that these terms
are unimportant.
The conventional B matrix has often been calculated by the formula'

"

'"

-Nv P+P P,

(41)

which is derived by putting 1=4„~(t) xP between
the two V~'s. No such relationship holds for the
present J3 matrix, however, because of the difference between (Vs)» and (Vs)» . [Later, however,
we will show how a formula related to (41) can be
~

used in a special

case. ]

D. Momentum-transfer

coupling matrix, y

The momentum-transfer
coupling matrix y derives its name from the role it plays in the classical trajectory framework. Momentum-transfer
factors (denoted E&E» in Ref. 4) are responsible
for the rapid decrease in charge-exchange cross
sections at high velocities (v, „,»v„).' When these
factors are expanded in a Taylor series, one finds
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that at low velocities they give a coupling matrix
g that is equivalent to the present one (except for
the usual, unimportant m/p, corrections).
equivalence follows f rom an approximation

This
derived

from (19b),
sg = Kgr

-2 K~R+

6(tPl/ p)

(42)

)

fs= 1, f„=-1. This formula
corresponds to Eq. (III6) of Ref. 4. [Another useful formula follows from (42):

"

with x~=2(f~+A),

s&

—8&= r

~~

Ie

~

(43)

COLLISIONS:
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(44)

Then the form and the substance of the coupled
equations (29) is invariant under transformations
defined by

(45a)

m'=U j/t'U

(45b)

for all matrices M except
II2 = U'TI~U

ters. ]

B' = U+B'U

—zw U'S~V'~U,
2i SU-'(ll'+y')

(45c)
VU

5'U'S—'V'U.

Intuitively,

VI. CHANGE OF REPRESENTATION

%e have now derived the second-order coupled
equations (29) that arise from the ansatz (6), and
we have briefly examined each of the coupling matrices that appear in these equations. Any method
of solution of these coupled equations can now be
used to obtain the scattering matrix, -and the associated transition probabilities and cross sections. A serious problem remains, however. For
many real systems, an acceptable expansion of '@
in single-center states requires a large number of
terms. Integration of such a large number of
coupled equations is a task that may be prohibitive
or hopeless.
Hence we must seek means by which the number
of coupled equations can be reduced. Of course,
we already know that many sy. stems can be adequately described by a small set of coupled equations, provided that the basis functions are very
carefully selected. For example, sharp truncation is frequently possible if the basis states are
adiabatic (or, in some cases, partially diabatic).
However, such states do not, in general, have
single-center character, so they cannot be used
directly in the ansatz (6).
There is a simple solution to this problem, and
it requires only that we focus our attention on the
final coupled equations (29), and not on the underlying theory from which they came. As soon as the
various coupling matrices have been obtained in
the original basis of single-center states, those
matrices can be transformed to any other representation by certain rules. Let fP„') be our original set of single-center basis functions, and let
(g2} be obtained from ( P„') by arbitrary, and perhaps R-dependent, invertible transformations:

2811

g U„, y'.

which shows that 0 is related to a dipole operator,
but one which only connects states on different cen-

efone expects momentum-transfer
fects to be small at low collision velocities. Nevertheless, like II, p is in principle of order N/a»
so there is no proof that it is always negligible.

III.

(45d)

%henever we can find linear transformations such
that only a few equations are strongly coupled in
the new representation,
then the problem is
solved. In most cases, the transformation is taken to diagonalize h, or all but a small part of h.
Looking at the same problem from the opposite
point of view, suppose we have obtained eigenfunctions of h, or suppose we have found some other
"good" set of electronic functions $2 such that an
adequate expansion of 4 requires only a few terms.
Then to solve the collision problem, we require

displacement-corrected
coupling matrices II, B,
and y. Oneway toobtainthem is to decompose the
functions Q„' into single-center states as in (44), evaluateII', y', and B'as discussed earlier, andthen
transformbackusing Eqs. (45). Inmost cases, in
fact, the functions p„' would have been derived by
a variational calculation involving expansion in
single-center states, so in principle the required
decomposition would already be available. This is
the way the present theory would normally be used
in a computation.
Two special results should be mentioned.
If the
eigenfunctions are given in terms of a "class &"
basis, in which the elementary basis functions
have no parametric dependence on 8, then the radial part of the nonadiabatic coupling matrix arises
only from the A dependence of the coefficients,

"

"

dU
II ' = -zhU'S
—— '

dB

(46a)

In the same case, if the term -2zSU'y~ 'V' U can
be neglected, then the radial part of the secondderivative matrix, B, also arises only from the
coefficients, and it can be evaluated by a formula
related to (41),
N'U

S'd'U/dB'=

d 11'"+(n'"+—
~adS'/d&)
ar dA—

x (S2)-lll2, B B2, 8

(46b)
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is derive(i by differentiating (46a).
There is stiQ another way to look at these
changes of representation.
Suppose that with each
of the new basis functions P (2&, we associate a
curvilinear heavy-particle coordinate R„'" such
that (in mass-scaled coordinates)
which

(sm)(2)y (2) —[(Rm) (2)
np

Rm]y

"iA

(2&

(1)$ (&. )
(Sm)
n
n

(47)

(b)

(s„")"'is the s„" associated with the singlecenter basis function P„"&. It then follows that, if

where

we define
&I&(2&

—

AB

g
g

(ym)(2) [(Rm)(2)]y (2&[rm. (Rm)(2)]

&I&(&)

+ g(~/~)

(X )(&&[(R ) m]y

) [rm (Rm)

.]

(48a)
(48b)

(c)

then
&I&(2)

(49)

Equation (48a) is an ansatz having different curvilinear coordinates for different states. The general theory of such ansatzen is fundamentally the
same as the theory presented in this paper, but
certain details of the general theory are rather
more complicated. Already, however, we see
that (47) provides a link between the present
framework and such a general theory.

VII. MULTIELECTRON SYSTEMS

As was stated in the introduction, the theory developed here can also be applied to multielectron
systems. Let us consider now how this may be
done.
At the outset, we assumed that the elementary
basis functions for the one-electron case must
have single-center character. Similarly, for the
many-electron case, we assume that the character of the basis functions is such that each electron is definitely associated with a particular center. Various electrons can be on different centers,
and the multielectron basis function need not be a
simple product of one-electron functions. Even
~,.~-correlated basis functions are permitted, but
it must be possible to identify a specific center
with which the ith electron is associated. (For
this purpose, the electrons must be imagined to
be distinguishable. )
Some examples should make this restriction
clear. For a two-electron system, a state having
both electrons on one atom might be described by
(Jacobi) coordinates shown in Fig. 4a: r, „goes

FIG. 4. Coordinates for a two-electron system. (a)
If both electrons are definitely associated with atom A. ,
then the heavy particle coordinate Rzz goes from the
center of mass of A to nucleus B. (b) If one electron is
associated with each nucleus, then the heavy-particle
coordinate connects the centers of mass of each atom.
(c) If one electron is shared by both nuclei, as in an
elliptical orbital, no unique Jacobi heavy-particle coordinate can be identified.

from nucleus & to electron 1, and r~ goes from
their center of mass to electron 2. Any function
of r~ and r,'„has single-center (A) character.
(Hence we can also use the variables r,„, r~,
going from A to each electron, at the price of introducing V~ ' V„ terms in I)».) Also, any function P (r, „,r, s) is also permitted, because electron 1 is definitely associated with & and electron
2 with K On the other hand, in an elliptica, l function
like P (r~& r»s), electron 1 is not, in general, associated with a definite center, and the present
methods may not be applicable.
If the basis functions have the character discussed above, then for each basis function P»
there is an unambiguous Jacobi heavy-particle
coordinate R, (Fig. 4). The ansatz (6) is generalized to
&I(=

g

k=1

X»(R»)(t&»

(electron variables;

R, ) (50)
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and, in the coordinates

given for each term,

That is all that is needed for carrying out the
So long as the "heavy-partiabove development.

cle kinetic energy" appears as a separate term,
as in (51), then all the rest of the equations (10)—
(29) follow, with only the obvious changes [S involves many-electron overlap integrals, h~ is
more complicated than (9b), I „& becomes a sum
of terms, one for each electron, etc. j
One aspect of this framework may be a little
unusual: The elementary basis functions cannot,
or they will lose
in general, be antisymmetrized,
the required character. However, after the basic
matrices have been calculated in an unsymmecan be carried
trized basis, antisymmetrization
out as a special case of the linear transformation
method discussed in Sec. VI. Hence, no funda-
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COUPLED. . .

secting wave trains that arises from ansatz (6)
seems intuitively much more reasonable than the
picture that would arise fron ansatz (1) (see Fig. 2
and the discussion thereof. ) (iii} We mentioned in
the introduction that Eqs. (2) contain infinite-range
couplings and other "fictitious" terms. The fact
that such defects do not appear in Eqs. (12) or (29)
again suggests that (6) is abetter approximation
t an(1}.
(iv) Finally, though our presentation of the theory
framework,
involved only a quantum-mechanical
the most compelling arguments favoring ansatz (6)
arise by examining the classical limit. In the
classical-trajectory framework, it is assumed
that the nuclei move along a classical path, and
the electronic wave function Y satisfies

h(r, R(t))T =ih

Bg

(52)

One way to solve this equation involves expansion

mental problems arise from the antisymmetry requirement. Thus we see that multielectron systerns introduce the expected challenging problems
but no new conceptual diffiof implementation,

such as

culties.

However, it is now well-established that a better
expansion is obtained by including electron-trans}.ation factors, F~:

IX. CONCLUSION

There is really only one fundamental postulate
in this theory: It is that the ansatz (6) can provide
a sufficiently accurate representation of 4 by
means of a reasonable number of single-center
functions. That ansatz leads directly to coupled
integrodifferential equations (12), and we have
shown that those integrodifferential
equations can
be reduced to coupled second-order differential
equations (29). The only approximations involved
in this reduction are (17), (24), and neglect of
small terms in (28). All of these approximations
involve retention of terms of order
/v„)
= (m/p)'t' and neglect of some terms of order
(v„„,/v„)'= (mls). These approximations should
be applicable very generally for slow atomic collisions, in which condition (20a) or (20b) is satis-

(v,

fied.

I

Why should we believe that the ansatz (6) is a
good one? More specifically, given any set of
single-center functions fP, j, that set can be used
either in an ansatz of the form (1) or an ansatz of
the form (6). Why should we think that of these
two possibilities, (6) will normally give the better
There is no direct proof of the
representation?
validity of this hypothesis, but there are several
reasons for believing it to be correct. (i) As was
already mentioned, by suitable choice of basis
functions, individual terms in (6) can satisfy scattering boundary conditions exactly, while individual terms in (1) cannot. ' (ii) The picture of inter-

T=

T=

g d„(t)y,(r; R(t)).

(53)

g d, (t)F„y,(r; R(t)),

where (for single-center
form

E, =exp[im(v,

Q~)

(54)

E, is

r--,'v,'t)j,

typically of the

(55)

is the velocity of the center with which p, is
Now, it was previously known that ansatz
(1) corresponds in the classical limit to ansatz
(53). One of the fundamental contributions of this
paper is the recognition that the new ansatz (6) is
the quantum analog of ansate (54): The same displacement- corrections and momentum-transfer
effects that arise from electron-translation factors
in the classical-trajectory framework are obtained in a quantum framework by modifying the
heavy-particle coordinate (see also Appendix A).
It follows that all of the forrnal and computational
evidence that favors (54) over (53) also favors (6)
over (1).
The development given herein (and in Ref. 3)
leads to a new conception of the definition and
22
meaning of nonadiabatic couplings.
In the earlier
theoretical framework, of which Eqs. (1) and (2)
were the foundation, nonadiabatic couplings were
defined by the (usually Hermitian) matrix P, which
and v„

moving.
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represents the total rate of change of basis functions with internuclear distance. In the present
formulation 5 is replaced by ji, and a new matrix,
y, also appears. We may say that the (generally
non-Hermitian) matrix 1T represents nonadiabatic
couplings, and that y represents momentum-transfer effects. 1T is the part of the total rate of change
of the basis functions that represents distortion,
polarization, or change of character: In a singlecenter basis, Tf arises only from coefficients or
nonlinear parameters that vary with R. Equivalently, 1T involves the rate of change of a basis
function as seen in a frame of reference that is
moving with the center to which that basis function
is attached. Or, yet again, II represents the total
rate of change of the basis functions [as seen in the
CMN (center of mass of the nuclei) frame] minus
the part of the total rate of change that only corresponds to displacement of the orbitals with the
moving nuclei.
Now, given a general molecular basis function
Q(r; 5} and its rate of change, +zQ(r; R), it is not
always possible to identify uniquely the part of
Vzg that represents displacement.
(For example,
displacement effects have sometimes been identified by using switching functions, for which various
definitions are possible. ) It follows that nonadiabatic couplings are also, in principle, nonunique.
However, the displacement properties of singlecenter functions are, by definition, clear and unambiguous. It follows that a representation of 4
in single-center functions permits definite identification and elimination of displacement effects,
and unambiguous evaluation of nonadiabatic and
momentum-transfer
couplings.
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A. Uncorrected PSS theory

The classical limit of the original form of PSS
theory is well known. We set

g(R) = exp(i pv

Tt/I)d(%),

~

where v is a constant velocity in the + Z direction
with magnitude
v = (2E/g)' ' Pu.tting this into
(2), and sorting in powers of p, , one immediately
obtains
~

~

[-ihSv 0+(h+v I')]d=O(p, ')

side to zero, we obtain
an older form of the classical-trajectory equations.
In this form, corrections for displacement and;
momentum transfer are not incorporated.
B.

"

(29)

New coupled equations

When the same analysis is performed on Eqs.
(29), the result is immediately

NS v &d =[h+ v. (II+ y)]d.

(A2)

~

These are seen to be the same as Eqs. (III12) of
Ref. 4, since 0 =%+A (and y here is essentially
the same'» as y in Ref. 4. ) In these equations, displacement and momentum-transfer
effects are included to first order in v.
C. Integrodifferential

equations

(12)

What happens if the coupled integrodifferential
equations (12) are taken to the classical limit by
the same procedure? To answer this, let us
simplify by assuming that the basis set {Q»[ contains only two types of functions: One set centered
on nucleus A. , {P» ], and another set centered on
A

nucleus

8, {P ].

divided into {X»

The "coefficients" are similarly

(0„)] and

pe(ixpgv~ '

~

We show here that when the present quantummechanical theory is taken to the classical limit,
it leads to forms of the classical trajectory equations that incorporate corrections for displacement
and momentum transfer. The simplest technique
suitable for this purpose is to take the limit of
large nuclear mass at fixed nuclear velocity.
This method leads to the impact parameter form
of the classical-trajectory equations.

(A2)

and setting the right-hand

{y»

(5s)].

%g/$}6» (Rg)

=exp(i p~%~ Rs/k)

APPENDIX A: THE CLASSICAL LIMIT

(Al)

d»

p

(R, ) .

Now we

set
(A4a)
(A4b)

The velocities v„and v~ are velocities of relative
motion along the heavy-particle coordinates R„and
R~; let us take
P~'Ug/2 = 1»~8~/2 = 1»5 /2 = E .

Now, of the set of equations
one involving QP:

(12), consider the
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y

drB

~

rB

exp
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drB

i p~v~
i

x
+

(p, „v„iK&-„„)'+2(-i@v„„y»)

Qf(2p„) '[P»
dl'B

eXP tPBVB '

~

xg((2»)

~

(p,

il&s
„v„—

) —I'v„'

P»

] g'(-h„-E)g, }d,

p»

]

5

B

'[g» (&sva-iS&se)'+2(iIfgdh~(j)»

)

~

(»ve-iI[(0„e)-I'&„'

kB

+ (hs —E)Q }d» = 0.
Again sorting in powers of

dl

J

p.

„or p»

NVB '

~

veep[i(v

~ d

ir„»e-v

P

the term containing
+d~

~

0,

p,

„or pB to the

NVB'

AB

)/x[1 [P (-ixP„W„)d

The exponential quantity can be evaluated using

~

.

From this point on, we can neglect the differences
between v„, vB, and v, and those between R„, RB,
and Tt, because those differences are of order
(m/p). It then follows that Eqs. (A7) become

S(v)(- ilv &)d+[h(v)+v Q(v)]d =0,

(AS)

"direct" matrix elements are

defined as

where the

before,
(A9a)

etc. , but "exchange" matrix elements contain the
"momentum-transfer
factor,

"

Sr

(v)=

lir

(v)=

))r

(v) =

f

Pr".

f
f

r )P dr,

exp(-imir

Pr exP(- imir
pr exp(- (mp

~

r, )hd

r

(A9b)

8:

(h

—ixv„P„)P

]) =P.

(Av)

REMARKS ON A DIFFERENT
FORMULATION

Recently another approach to the theory of
charge-exchange processes has been developed. ~
That approach is similar to the present one insofar
as it also makes use of single-center basis funcThe authors
tions and coordinate transformations.
. . resolves the
state that their proposed method
formal and practical difficulties . . . which have
attended theories of charge exchange . .. " and that
it provides
.. an exact and practical formulation
of the proper close-coupled (truncated) solution. "
The present author regrets to report that he finds
these claims to be too strong. He holds the view
that the formulation given in Ref. 24 leaves certain fundamental difficulties unresolved, and that,
as a result, the truncated equations given there
are quite inappropriate for describing some processes. Some insight can be gained by examining
the differences between that formulation and the
present one.
(1) The ansatz for hi', Eq. (2. 14) and (2.15) of
Ref. 24a [or Eq. (10) of Ref. 24b] is a special case
of our Eq. (1). In the present notation, that ansatz

".

".

dr(APe),
ls

r„+

)

x (-iS&„p»„)„„dr

vd
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and, using also (A5), it turns out to be

exp[- im, v (re+-,'Rs)]

zeroth power is

X~
B

(A9d)

These equations are equivalent to Eqs. (III4) of
Ref. 4 [Tf(v) =$(v)+A(v)J. These are the exact
classical-trajectory equations (including electrontranslation-factors) for single-center states and
rectilinear trajectories.

R

„rB,

Bl

with P» and (t)» being (nonorthogonal) atomic-di
A
and -8 states. The important thing is that the
"coefficients" (y», y» ) are defined to be functions
of R, not of R„and RB respectively. Accordingly,
Eq. (BI) is a generalization of our Eq. (Sb), and it
implies the same kind of picture. The basic pos-
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tulate of the present approach is that

+ =+X&„(R&)4»„(r~)+QX&, (R, )4,

,(r, )

(B2)

is a better ansatz, and it is shown that the difficulties which appear in earlier theories of chargeexchange arise from the difference between Eqs.
(Bi) and (B2).
(2) It follows from Eq. (Bl) that the coupled equations (2. 18)'4aiare a form of our Eqs. (2), except
that the nonorthogonality of the basis is taken into
account. For a nonorthogonal basis, Eqs. (2) become

f(2 p) ~[$(- +V)2+ 2P

~

(- iH)+B]+ h

SEh-= 0.

(B8)
from
of
transforming
scaled
coordinates
the
By
Ref. 24(a) into unscaled coordinates, and by using
the fact that

'(+ I+X)V„]y,=
[V„+-,
+-B state,

--A

(B4)

0,

state,

one finds that the matrix" ' PC/g or' &' 6' corresponds to our P"/pand the matrix24t'~ qC'/p,
or"+~ Q corresponds to the radial term in our matrix Ii/p, .
(3) Equation (2. 18)"~'~ was said to be "an exact
equation" for processes such as charge exchange.
It is true that equations of that type follow rigorously from the given ansatz; however, the present
author holds that those equations have deficiencies
similar to those of the unmodifi. ed PSS theory. For
example, the couplings due to PC and QC2 are
precisely the "fictitious (infinite-range) displacement couplings" that are eliminated in the present
term", y,
theory, and our "momentum-transfer
does not appear in (2. 18). ~'~
It was suggested in Ref. 24 that the terms I'C
and QC' may be ignored if the electron mass is
sufficiently smaller than the nuclear mass. This,
however, only tends to obscure the difference
between that formulation and the present one.
First, it is not generally correct that"~"~ "both Q
and 6' represent corrections which are smaller by
the ratio of the electron to the nuclear mass as
compared to &'. In the scheme presented here,
since P multiplies (- i@Vs), the effect of this term
is of order (m/p. )' ~, not (m/p). Second, although
it is still true that there are many cases in which
these terms are negligible, the present author
holds-that they basically should not appear in
,

'

"

close-coupled equations. Real electronic transitions are not caused by these couplings; the
terms reflect deficiencies of the ansatz, rather
than the physics of the collision.

(4) We do not wish to imply by these remarks
that there is some kind of error or mistake in
Ref. 24. No such claim is made. As far as the
present author can tell, those papers give correct
analysis based on the ansatz (Bl), so the methods
of Ref. 24 must give accurate results whenever
that ansatz is adequate. Furthermore, those papers correctly emphasize that much insight is
gained by thinking of charge-exchange as a re-

active-scattering problem.
The present author's claim is that (a) there are
many cases (even for slow collisions) in which
truncation of ansatz (Bl) leads to significant inaccuracy, simply because the geometry of the
ansatz is not well suited to the geometry of the
potential, and (b) in those cases, ansatz (B2)
should give better results.
(5) As one illustration of the difficulties that will
be encountered in attempts to use the methods of
Ref. 24 (or unmodified PSS methods in general),
let us consider the case of charge exchange between protons and hydrogen atoms at relative energies of, say, 50 keV:
H

+H(is)-H(is)+H'.

(B5)

This process has been quite accurately described'
in the classical-trajectory framework using only a
two-state basis (P, and P,8 ). However, momenA
turn-transfer factors were an essential part of the
calculation, and it was shown that if they were
neglected, the calculated exchange cross section
would be much too large.
In Ref. 24, the matrix elements do not include
factors. 'Therefore, the efmomentum-transfer
fects of those factors must either be completely
neglected, or at best, imitated by the effects of
virtual transitions to excited states. In any case,
this method cannot give an adequate description of
process (B5) in this energy range by using only two
basis states.
The present equations (29) also will not give a
very accurate description of process (B5) in this
energy range, but we can see the reason why; in
effects are
these equations, momentum-transfer
included only to first order. On the other hand,
the integrodifferential equations (12) do give a
good description, for it was proved in Appendix A
that they reduce to the exact classical-trajectory
factors.
equations including momentum-transfer
APPENDIX C: FURTHER EXPLANATION OF
THE STEP FROM (26a) TO (26b)

For readers who do not find this step to be very
obvious, we try to give a bit more explanation
here.
First, note that in this paper, we are
consistently using "mathematician's notation" for
changes of variable: if

"

THEORY OF NEAR-ADIABATIC
yP(R, ) = exp(ik R )
then

yP(R, ) = exp(ik

~

R", )

between R, and R, .

regardless of the relationship

Now suppose ansatz (6) contains just two

+ =X.(R:)e.+X,(R;)y,

terms

.

Then (26a) is two equations
(R~)xm(Rm)

+M

(Rm)x m{Rm) —0

M~„(R~)y~(R~)+M~~(Rehg(Rg) =0

.

The independent variable in
the equation holds for all values of R~m .
Among other things, it holds when the components of
R~are equalto (0.98, 2. 317, 1.64). The independent
variable in the second equation is R~, and the equation
holds for all. values of R+. For example, it holds
when the components of R~ are equal to (0.98,
2.31V, 1.64). Since both equations hold in general,

R„, and
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they both hold if R~ and R~ should "accidentally"
happen to have the same numerical value. But, for
integration of those equations, it is most useful to
compare surfaces in configuration space where R„
and R~ do have the same numerical value. (The
fact that they are distinct surfaces is not relevant
to the integration. ) Thus, if we let the numerical
value of R„" be denoted (R"), then Eq. (26a') is
equivalent to
(Rm) ~ m(Rm) + Mm (Rm) X mOtm)

(2 6a')

(26a")
the first equation is

3(a) W. R. Thorson and.
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0

(26b f )

surface
Then at the (distinct) configuration-space
where R~ happens to be equal to (R), Eq. (26a'&) is
equivalent to

M~„(R"))(„(R")+M (R )yg(R")=0.

(26b'~)

Since Eqs. {26a') and (26a») must both be true,
Eqs. (26b') and (26b") must also be true. Furthermore, by constructing the solution to (26b') and
(26b»), we have the solution to (26a') and (26a&&).
Therefore, (26a) and (26b) are equivalent.
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